ACI Excellence Awards – 2016
Run-of-river dam in Chatou – Infrastructure
Project Information
Please choose the category for your project [Infrastructure]
Name of Project [Chatou Dam]
Address [3, quai Watier, 78400 Chatou]
Country [France]
City [Chatou]
State - Postal Code [78400]
Project Size (Dimensions) [120 meters]
Concrete Quantity - Volume [about 22 000 m3]
Formwork Quantity - Area [about 8 000 m2]
Reinforcement Quantity - Tonnage [about 1 600 t]
Concrete Work Duration [2005-2014]
Date of Project Completion [23/12/2014]

Overall Project Description
Immediately downstream from Paris, the Chatou Dam regulates the Seine River’s
water level to allow navigation as well as to ensure flood control. It is the largest fluvial
hinged-crest gate dam in France. It includes a fish way set in the river bank and, more
generally, applies the global environmental strategy adopted by the client, the French
Waterways public corporation.
The dam is located in the protected “Impressionists Island” scenic and cultural area,
which attracts visitors from around the world. Updating the bulky, degraded dam from
the early 20th century therefore involved careful attention not only to its complex
technical functions, but also to its perfect architectural, environmental and landscape
integration in a particularly sensitive context.
With that in mind, the engineers and architects associated functional and structural
optimization with research on concrete performance when designing the new run-ofriver dam, which is much more discreet than the prior installation. Contrary to its
predecessor, the dam offers the Seine’s curve for visual perception, and its sculpted
concrete provides the image of an authentic “River Monument”.
The complex abutments and piers incorporate stairways, mechanical, electrical and
plumbing lines, technical rooms and housings for different functional components
(gates, cylinders, cofferdams). Their design details and the particular care taken for
crafting the parts above water give them a forceful expressive character.
As an evocation of the impressionist painters’ universe, the waterfall and concrete
surfaces are lit with colors that vary with time, weather and the seasons, creating
a surprising pictorial effect for the whole structure that enhances the river’s motion
as much as the engineering lines.

Concrete Description
The new Chatou run-of-river dam is primarily a hydraulic structure on the Seine River.
However, it has been designed to look more like a bridge and its structural design also
follows Eurocode 2.
Each of the three ways of the new facility required 1 000 m3 of concrete by pier (or bank
abutment) and 3 000 m3 by raft foundation between each pile. For each way concreting
operations should last about 4 months, spread over a period of 8 months due to
regulatory constraints associated with construction works along the river. Concrete
placement rates over 30 m3/h were achieved despite technical and transport restrictions.
The raft foundation is a massive concrete block with a width of 22 m and a thickness of
between 2.10 m and 4.80 m. It was placed in two lifts, a first layer 2.10 m thick and a
second layer up to finished surface level. The piers have a width of 4 m and a height of
17 m. The massive sections of the piers were cast in-situ in order to ensure stability and
waterproofing of the dam. The exposed sections which are patterned and the stairs were
precast to ensure a suitable finish and to optimize the time of works in the riverbed.
The thickness of the piers was reduced to minimize their hydraulic effects. Therefore,
reinforcement and concreting works were carried out in a confined space. The intense
loads imposed to the jack supports at opening gates and also on top of the footbridge
supports required a high reinforcement ratio, about 120 kg/m3, which resulted in complex
vibration operations (required for obtaining smooth finish).
The concrete mix-design was defined to meet several requirements: high resistance for
the structures highly stressed such as the piers and abutments, a low heat of hydration,
a significant fluidity and a guaranteed uniformity of color. The chosen concrete, C40/50XF1-G1-CEM-III-SC5, is composed of small-size aggregate of between 4 and 12
millimeters to favor the placement of concrete in confined areas. A cement of class 32.5
with low heat of hydration was used, and the curing temperature was controlled using the
results of a thermo-mechanical study of the concreting and early-age operations to
minimize shrinkage and favor superior durability.
The piers and abutments were cast in three lifts, the first to the upper level of the raft
foundation (+15.80), the second to the normal water level (+23.80) and the third to the
final level (+28.34).
Concreting operations were performed using prefabricated plywood formworks
assembled on a timber frame, and were reused for each pier. These two-side formwork
structures were supported by two form walls with a length of 26 m and height of 8 m. This
type of formwork was chosen to ensure a fine facings aspect and to meet a tolerance of
±1 mm along the contact with the tilting gates. Fulfilling this requirement made it possible
to treat contact areas only with epoxy resin while ensuring a high-quality supporting
concrete surface.

Construction Team Members
Owner
[Voies Navigables de France - Direction Territoriale Bassin de la Seine, SEGT/DTBS]
Contact Name [Nathalie MACE]
Phone Number [00 33 1 44 06 18 70]
Email [nathalie.mace@vnf.fr]
Address [18 quai d’Austerlitz,]
Country [France]
City [PARIS] State [France]
Postal Code [75013 Paris]
Architectural Firm
[LWA - Luc Weizmann Architectes]
Company Representative [Luc WEIZMANN]
Phone Number [+33 (0)1 48 06 25 25]
Email [l.weizmann@lwa.fr]
Address [38, rue de la Folie Regnault]
Country [France]
City [Paris]
State [France]
Postal Code [75011]
Engineering Firm
[Tractebel Engineering]
Company Representative [Eric BOIDY]
Phone Number [+33 (0)1 41 85 02 28]
Email [eric.boidy@tractebel.engie.com]
Address [Le Delage – 5, rue du 19 Mars 1962]
Country [France]
City [Gennevilliers]
State [France]
Postal Code [92622]
Engineering Firm
[Spretec]
Company Representative [Francis FOURNIER]
Phone Number [+33 (0)4 76 48 39 39]
Email [francis.fournier@arteliagroup.com]
Address [19, rue des Ciments]
Country [France]
City [Seyssins]
State [France]
Postal Code [38180]

General Contractor Company
[Bouygues TP]
Company Representative [Nicolas DURAME]
Phone Number [+33 (0)1 30 60 34 92]
Email [n.durame@bouygues-construction.com]
Address [Challenger – 1, avenue Eugène Freyssinet]
Country [France]
City [GUYANCOURT]
State [France]
Postal Code [78280]
Concrete Reinforcement Supplier Company
[SAMT]
Company Representative [Mr THIRION]
Phone Number [+33 (0)4 90 50 29 29]
Email [samt-pose@samt.fr]
Address [Chemin du Polygone – Zac de Castellamare – BP 12 – 13250 SAINTCHAMAS]
Country [France]
City [SAINT-CHAMAS]
State [France]
Postal Code [13250]
Concrete Supplier Company
[CEMEX BETONS IDF
Company Representative [Mr SVEREDO]
Phone Number [+33 (0) 1 69 93 46 19]
Email [Thierry.sveredo@cemex.com]
Address [2 rue Paul Doumer - BP 93 – 91123 PALAISEAU]
Country [France]
City [PALAISEAU]
State [France]
Postal Code [91123]

Sponsoring Chapter: ACI Paris Chapter
Name of Chapter Contact (Name of the representative of the Sponsoring Chapter
who invited the submitter to submit the entry)
[François Toutlemonde, president of ACI Paris Chapter]

Figure 1: The old dam (on the right) and the new one, increase in visual elegance.

Figure 2: Concreting operations of a pier and raft.

Figure 3: General view from downstream.

Figure 4: Detail of a finished pier and gate.

Figure 5: Quality of concrete surfaces and geometrical precision.

Figure 6: Evening white and blue mirror effect.

Figure 7: The concrete structure under night colors.

Figure 8: The new scenery of River Seine and Impressionists’ Island.

Separate Waiver
All photographs, information, graphics, ideas, or other information submitted to ACI
(the "Submission") will forever be the property of the American Concrete Institute
("ACI"). ACI will not be required to treat any Submission as confidential. Without
limitation, ACI will have exclusive ownership of all present and future existing rights to
the Submission of every kind and nature everywhere. ACI will be entitled to use the
Submission for any commercial or other purpose whatsoever without compensation
to you or any other person sending the Submission. You acknowledge that you are
responsible for whatever material you submit, and you, not ACI have full
responsibility for the message, including its legality, reliability, appropriateness,
originality, and copyright. You further agree that the decision of ACI and the judges in
the competition regarding any award, or the decision not to issue an award, is final
and not subject to challenge.
ACI will not be liable for any damages or injury caused by, including but not limited to,
special or consequential damages that result from the Submission, even if there is
negligence or ACI or an authorized ACI representative has been advised of the
possibility of such damages, or both. The above limitation or exclusion may not apply
to you to the extent that applicable law may not allow the limitation or exclusion of
liability for incidental or consequential damages. This agreement and waiver shall be
construed, interpreted and enforced according to Michigan law, without regarding to
conflict of laws principles.

François TOUTLEMONDE, president of ACI Paris Chapter,
by order and on behalf of the applicant

